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Firm migration as a part of                          Firm migration as a part of                          

the total firm mutation balance                   the total firm mutation balance                   

(average numbers over 2001/2003; Source: VVK 2003)(average numbers over 2001/2003; Source: VVK 2003)
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InterInter--provincial firm migrations                    provincial firm migrations                    

in 1990/1991 and 1994/1995in 1990/1991 and 1994/1995
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migrations (2001)  migrations (2001)  

in Manufacturing in Manufacturing 

industry industry (>10 (>10 emplempl.).)

Source: Source: 
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Firm migrations in, to and from                       Firm migrations in, to and from                       

the Northern Netherlands 1995the Northern Netherlands 1995--1999                       1999                       
((wpwp: number of employees): number of employees)
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Motives for firm migration:                     Motives for firm migration:                     

most important PUSH FACTORS most important PUSH FACTORS 
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Motives for firm migration:                     Motives for firm migration:                     

most important PULL FACTORSmost important PULL FACTORS
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Phases in the relocation                   Phases in the relocation                   

decision process (1)decision process (1)

►►Not all location factors appear at the Not all location factors appear at the 

same time in the process; some factors same time in the process; some factors 

influence earlier stages, other factors influence earlier stages, other factors 

dominate later stagesdominate later stages



Phases in the relocation decision process (2)Phases in the relocation decision process (2)

►► TownroeTownroe (1972, 1973) : (1972, 1973) : stimulus stimulus -- problem definition problem definition ––
search search –– comparison of alternatives comparison of alternatives –– choice and actionchoice and action

►► LouwLouw (1996) : (1996) : orientation orientation –– selection selection -- negotiationnegotiation

PhasePhase

100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0TotalTotal

13.813.819.219.214.614.66.16.1OtherOther

32.332.312.112.136.036.043.943.9LocationLocation

22.522.552.552.514.214.212.212.2FinancialFinancial

3.43.42.02.04.24.23.13.1TechnicalTechnical

16.116.17.17.118.418.419.419.4FunctionalFunctional

11.911.97.17.112.312.315.215.2EngineeringEngineering

TotalTotalNegotiationNegotiationSelectionSelectionOrientationOrientationFactor typeFactor type

(% of all mentioned factors, per phase)



Phases in the relocation decision process:                  Phases in the relocation decision process:                  

results by Pen (2002)results by Pen (2002)

►► Literature survey: authors distinguish between Literature survey: authors distinguish between 

more and more phasesmore and more phases

►► Most mentioned: problem recognition/ definition, Most mentioned: problem recognition/ definition, 

development of alternatives, evaluation/choice, development of alternatives, evaluation/choice, 

implementationimplementation

►► Results by Pen (based on a data set of 1,000 firms Results by Pen (based on a data set of 1,000 firms 

with various location change strategies):                       with various location change strategies):                       
* average duration of relocation process 27 months              * average duration of relocation process 27 months              
* decision process minimum 3, maximum 7 phases * decision process minimum 3, maximum 7 phases 
* larger firms: more actors, longer process  * larger firms: more actors, longer process  



Phases in the relocation decision process:                  Phases in the relocation decision process:                  

more results by Pen (2002) more results by Pen (2002) 

►►factor influences change during the process factor influences change during the process 

►►smaller firms: more private factors smaller firms: more private factors 

►►not much difference between sectorsnot much difference between sectors

►►usually the number of alternatives is 4 or 5usually the number of alternatives is 4 or 5

►►quality of premises is most important in the quality of premises is most important in the 

choice process choice process 

►►relocation has a positive influence on the relocation has a positive influence on the 

performance of the firm!performance of the firm!



Relocation and satisfaction (1)Relocation and satisfaction (1)

►►General ruleGeneral rule:                                                         :                                                         

two years after relocation, two years after relocation, one out of threeone out of three
decision makers says he would make a decision makers says he would make a 

different choice now different choice now 



Relocation and satisfaction (2)Relocation and satisfaction (2)

►► Among the 2001 manufacturing industry  Among the 2001 manufacturing industry  

relocations relocations ‘‘regrettersregretters’’ amounted amounted one to fourone to four

►► Interestingly, the Interestingly, the regret % was higherregret % was higher among among 

those who those who searched more seriouslysearched more seriously

100100100100100100

181813132727

828288887373

Considered alternative locations? (%)
YES        NO      Total

Satisfied on 
new location 
(%)       YES

NO
Total

Source: 
Schuilenburg 2004



Relocation and satisfaction (3)Relocation and satisfaction (3)
►► In theory:In theory:

more intensive search > better choice result > more intensive search > better choice result > 

more satisfactionmore satisfaction

►► In practice:In practice:
more intensive search > higher expectations > more intensive search > higher expectations > 

sooner disappointedsooner disappointed

►► Results confirm recent insights from decision Results confirm recent insights from decision 

theorists: theorists: more thinking and arguing leads to more thinking and arguing leads to 
dissatisfied decidersdissatisfied deciders

►► Is expert location advice to relocating firms Is expert location advice to relocating firms 

potentially harmful???potentially harmful???



Relocation and satisfaction (4)Relocation and satisfaction (4)
a more elaborate assessment of decision making and a more elaborate assessment of decision making and 

satisfaction among 18 relocation cases (satisfaction among 18 relocation cases (AdemaAdema 2003)2003)

Decision making:Decision making:

►► External advice yes/noExternal advice yes/no

►► More phases yes/noMore phases yes/no

►► Use of standardized Use of standardized 

procedures yes/noprocedures yes/no

►► Many/few alternatives Many/few alternatives 

►► More/less weight to More/less weight to 

objective factorsobjective factors

-------------------------------------------------------------- ++

►► Total score max. 8 ptsTotal score max. 8 pts

Satisfaction:Satisfaction:

►► Generally satisfied yes/noGenerally satisfied yes/no

►► All demands met yes/noAll demands met yes/no

►► Specific disappointments Specific disappointments 

yes/noyes/no

►► New location better/worseNew location better/worse

►► Would choose this location Would choose this location 

again yes/noagain yes/no

-------------------------------------------------------------- ++

►► Total score max. 5 ptsTotal score max. 5 pts
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Relocation and satisfaction (6)Relocation and satisfaction (6)
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MORE RATIONAL LESS RATIONAL

>Most of the satisfied
deciders made rational 
location decisions; 
but

>Half of the irrational 
deciders were rather 
or even quite happy 
with their locations

>No perfect match between rationality and satisfaction



Conclusions (1)Conclusions (1)

►►We know rather little about the actual We know rather little about the actual 
spatial patternsspatial patterns of firm relocationof firm relocation

►►We know rather much about the push and We know rather much about the push and 
pull pull factors that explainfactors that explain the relocations the relocations 

►►New relocation studies should focus less on New relocation studies should focus less on 
the external location factors that dominate the external location factors that dominate 
the orientation and selection phases, and the orientation and selection phases, and 
more on factors of the negotiating phase: more on factors of the negotiating phase: 
premises, and government incentivespremises, and government incentives (Pen)(Pen)



Conclusions (2)Conclusions (2)

►►Location studies that donLocation studies that don’’t differentiate t differentiate 
between phases between phases oversimplify oversimplify the processthe process

►►The variety of phases in the decision The variety of phases in the decision 
making process making process prevents easy modelingprevents easy modeling

►►ModellingModelling should be as basis for a should be as basis for a better better 
matchmatch between firms and their locationsbetween firms and their locations

►►But: there is no perfect match between But: there is no perfect match between 
rationality of the decision making process rationality of the decision making process 
and the and the location satisfactionlocation satisfaction afterwardsafterwards
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